
If you are affected by this information and have questions,
don’t hesitate to contact your Fracht Group representative or
email info@fracht.com.

The overwhelming positive response and

successful outcome have already sparked

discussions about organizing another CleanUp

event in 2024, further cementing the community's

dedication to preserving their natural

surroundings.

2ND MARBACHER NECKAR

United Against Trash &
Plastic In Our Environment 

SOLUTIONS IN EVERY DIRECTION

C L E A N U P

The drive to clean up the Neckar river highlights a

broader issue: the tons of plastic that find their

way into water bodies globally each year. 

For nearly three hours, the Fracht Stuttgart team,

alongside other volunteers, worked tirelessly to rid

the river's surroundings of plastic and garbage,

contributing significantly to the event's success.

This initiative drew support from a wide range of

groups and individuals, including local clubs,

municipal employees, and other community

members, all united by a common goal: to combat

pollution and restore the natural habitat for local

flora and fauna. The cleanup even attracted the

attention of the local Regio-TV station. You can

watch the action right HERE.

“On March 16, 2024, a dedicated team from Fracht

Stuttgart joined forces with around 100 volunteers

for the second Marbacher NeckarCleanUp,

showcasing their commitment to environmental

stewardship.

The collective effort resulted in the removal of 900

kilos of waste, significantly cleaning up the

Marbacher Neckar area.

The collective efforts in Marbach not only addressed

immediate local environmental concerns but also

served as a powerful statement against pollution at

large.

This event was not just a win for the environment but

also a testament to the spirit of collaboration and the

significant impact a small group, like the seven

members from Fracht Stuttgart, can make when they

come together for a greater cause.”

Source: https://www.schillerstadt-marbach.de/leben-

soziales/buergerschaftliches-engagement/neckar-

cleanup/

Among the diverse mix of items retrieved from the

river were a truck tire, an old license plate, countless

glass bottles, undelivered advertising flyers, part of a

vase, a single shoe, aluminum rims, garden chairs,

and even the spring core of a mattress. 
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